HOIST T-SERIES POWERTRAIN COMPONENTS

POWERTRAIN
- Allison 6-speed, 3500 series transmission
- Smooth ranges between shifting
- Cummins 6.7L engine

TIRES
- Trelleborg
- Maximum safety & productivity

CHASSIS
- Heavy-duty steel
- Securly fastened with huckbolts

ABS PANELS
- Keeps water/dust out
- Removeable panels
- Easy access to components

FIFTH WHEEL
- Vertical lift (lifts straight up, NO 'swingback')
- Pin & bushing coverings preventing dirt, water & salt corrosion

MUD FLAP
- Spring mounted
- Prevents bracket from bending into tire

HEADLIGHTS
- LED

SUSPENSION
- Hendrickson Air Tek
- Eliminates “Bucking Bronco” effect
- Airbag provides ride height control
- SAFETY: Reduces chance of rolling over

BUMPER
- Heavy-duty
- Bolt-on

FUEL TANK
- 53 Gallon aluminum tank

AXLE
- AxleTech military grade
- Reduces stress from larger loads
- Bolted to leaf spring, combined with shocks and airbags